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ABSTRACT

The PSIRT – Particle System Iterative Reconstruction Technique– is a method of tomographic image
reconstruction primarily designed to work with configurations suitable for industrial applications. A
particle system is an optimization technique inspired in real physical systems that associates to the
reconstructing material a set of particles with certain physical features, subject to a force field, which
can produce movement. The system constantly updates the set of particles by repositioning them in
such a way as to approach the equilibrium. The elastic potential along a trajectory is a function of the
difference between the attenuation coefficient in the current configuration and the corresponding input
data. PSIRT has been successfully used to reconstruct simulated and real objects subject to sets of parallel
and fanbeam lines in different angles, representing typical gamma-ray tomographic arrangements. One
of PSIRT’s limitation was its performance, too slow for real time scenarios. In this work, it is presented
a reformulation in PSIRT’s computational model, which is able to grant the new algorithm, the FPSIRT
- Fast System Iterative Reconstruction Technique, a performance up to 200-time faster than PSIRT’s.
In this work a comparison of their application to real and simulated data from the HSGT, High Speed
Gamma Tomograph, is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tomography has since the 1930s been used for nondestructive evaluation of materials in
different areas, with the greatest achievements represented by its medical applications.
The density distribution in the interior of a section of an object is inferred through the
transmission of any penetrating wave, such as magnetic resonance, ultrasound, electrical
capacitance, radioactive emission, seismic, etc. The most commonly used propagating



waves in industrial applications are X-ray and gamma-ray emission techniques. Gamma-
ray Tomography has been proposed as a viable solution for the real-time monitoring of
density distribution in Fluid Catalytic Cracking in the oil industry, since the metal in-
sulation of pipes and risers poses an obstacle for X-ray emission tomography, requiring
more complex and expensive setups in this context. In this work we are primarily inter-
ested in a reconstruction algorithm designed for such industrial processes, where reducing
the amount of beams is on demand: the Fast Particle System Iterative Reconstruction
Technique (FPSIRT).

In Vasconcelos et al., the PSIRT (Particle System Iterative Reconstruction Technique) is
introduced and compared with some algebraic techniques with a configuration of three
projections and seven beams per projection (for a total of 21 trajectories). One remarkable
feature of this method in such configuration is its avoidance of non-local noise, i.e. noise
that affects continuous portions of the reconstructed section. Instead PSIRT only pro-
duces local noise, or a set of dots each about the size of a pixel. In Melo et al., the method
is improved and adapted to the High Speed Gamma-ray Tomograph (HSGT) of Bergen, a
five-fold-fan-beam architecture that is more complex than a simple three projections and
seven-beam used previously in Vasconcelos et al.. This work also highlights a comparison
between PSIRT and ILST reconstructing data extracted from real experiments presented
in Maad.

Unfortunately, PSIRT approach to tomography reconstruction demands much more pro-
cessing compared to other methods, implying in a huge reconstruction time. For instance,
PSIRT takes up to ≈20 minutes to reconstruct one element from HSGT data while other
methods take up to ≈5 seconds running in the same environment. This time we are
interested in optimizing the algorithm for a faster reconstruction without changing its
principles. In the next section we briefly describe the PSIRT method; in Section 3. we
describe which changes we have made in PSIRT to improve its reconstruction time; and
finally, in the Section 4. we will analyse the results achieved in this work and discuss
about future steps for this research.

2. PSIRT

The Particle System Iterative Reconstruction Technique(PSIRT) associates the recon-
structing object to a set of particles with certain physical properties, subject to a group
of forces, which can produce movement. It is based on an optimization algorithm com-
monly used in graphics applications, proposed in 1982 to model clouds and dusty surfaces
[1]. In this tomographic reconstruction context we associate a force along each trajectory
with a direction that is orthogonal to the trajectory, with the orientation towards it. The
intensity of the force is proportional to the difference between the computed particle at-
tenuation in the trajectory and the corresponding attenuation from the detector readings
for that particular trajectory. The idea is to attract particles into the trajectory each
time its current particle attenuation is inferior to the trajectory’s actual attenuation. The
intensity of the force is inversely proportional to the squared distance from the trajectory
to the particle. At the beginning a certain amount of particles is randomly distributed
in the reconstruction section. This amount is proportional to the detectors readings for
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the whole set of projections. The system computes for each particle all forces that act on
it, and then computes the resultant, establishing an orientation for that particle. Then
one single step is performed for all particles according to each particular resultant. Each
time the particles reach the trajectories, the computed attenuation of those trajectories
increases, consequently diminishing the intensity of the force field along them.[7]

PSIRT is composed of the steps: Input Conversion, Simulation and Result Discretization.
The step of simulation is performed in two sub-steps that are Iteration and Optimization.
The Figure 1 illustrates the reconstruction flow of this method.

Figure 1: PSIRT Steps.

2.1. Input Conversion

In this step, the method receives an input sinogram and convert to a number of particles.
Aiming this conversion, we multiply the beam attenuation by a conversion constant that
maps the number of particles for each attenuation. We need to clarify that this constant
is empirically chosen and it is adjusted for each tomograph configuration.

Even in the input conversion, the amount of particles is defined by an initial guessed
value. We can see that the total amount of particles will be less than or equal to the sum
of particles that each beam needs to be stable, since some beams share particles in their
intersections.

2.2. Simulation

The simulation step is subdivided in Iteration and Optimization substeps(Figure 1) as
was discussed previous in this section.

For each iteration, the method applies force to all particles, calculating the forces exercised
by the beams in each one of these particles and moving them according to this force
until all beams get stable. The stability is defined as the difference between the amount
of particles that corresponds to the beam’s experimental counting and the amount of
particles that currently lies inside the beam area. A beam is called stable when its
stability is equal to 0. In other words, the number of particle that lies inside the beam
needs to be the same of the PSIRT Sinogram.
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The implementation of the iteration step is done through 2 modules, the move all parti-
cles(Algorithm 1) until the system get stable(Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 1 Moving Particles

1: procedure moveParticles
2: Input :
3: P← Particle List
4: B← Beam List
5: k← Gravitational Constant
6: Method :
7: for p in P do
8: fr ← 0 The resulting force applied to a particle during a iteration
9: for b in B do

10: d← direction(r,b)
11: distance← ‖d‖
12: if distance > 0 then
13: f l =

K∗stability
distance2

14: f r = f r + f l

15: f r = fr
lenth(B)

16: p.position = p.position+ f r

Algorithm 2 Check Stability

1: procedure checkStability
2: Input :
3: P← Particle List
4: B← Beam List
5: k← Gravitational Constant
6: Method :
7: S← 0
8: for p in P do
9: p.nbeams ← 0

10: for b in B do
11: sr ← 0
12: for p in P do
13: if distance(p,b) <p.radius then
14: sr ← sr + 1
15: p.nbeams ← p.nbeams + 1

16: b.stability← Max(b.stability - sr, 0)
17: s← s+ b.stability

When the method finds a stable set of particles, it changes to the Optimization substep.
The Optimization substep aims to reduce the proportion of spatial noise by removing
particles that have imprecise position and iterating over this new set looking for a more
stable set. If it happens that a particle lands solely in one beam (not at an intersection
between beams) it means that its position is not determined along the beam, since it is
not detected sideways, from different views. Similarly, if the particle does not lie in any
beam, it means that it is not detected at all. In both cases, it can be considered a noisy
artifact.

In the Optimization substep, we remove the particles in priority order of the ones that lie
in fewer beams. After the removal, the method iterates over the new subset of particles
looking for a new stable set with this reduced amount of particles. If the method finds a
solution, it tries to remove another particle aiming to improve further the quality of the
result, otherwise it changes to the previous set of particles before this particle removal.
The Algorithm 3 explains how the optimization step works in details.
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Algorithm 3 Optimization

1: procedure optimize
2: Input :
3: P← Particle List
4: B← Beam List
5: k← Gravitational Constant
6: toptimizing ← Number of iterations trying to optimize
7: Output :
8: P← Particle List
9: Method :

10: Pmin ← ∅
11: for p in P do
12: if Pmin = ∅ ∨ pmin.nbeams >p.nbeams then
13: Pmin ← P

14: Pinitial ← P
15: P.remove(pmin)
16: foundStability← FALSE
17: for i← 0 to toptimizing do
18: moveParticles(P,B,k)
19: if checkStability(P,B) then
20: foundStability← TRUE
21: P← optimize(P,B,k,toptimizing)

22: if ¬foundStability then
23: P← Pinitial

return P

2.3. Particle-based Interpolation

After the simulation step, the method has a particles set spread over the riser area. The
particle placement represents the density distribution of this object in particle units.
Each particle is assumed to correspond to the centroid of a convex region of the image.
In order to recover the continuous aspect of the object it is necessary to interpolate the
areas in between the particles. For PSIRT, we have worked with two different ways of
representing the particles’ final configuration: a two-dimensional pixel matrix and a mesh
of natural pixels, which are the smallest regions that have relevant information to be
detected. Approaches that use natural pixels present the advantage of assigning values
at beams intersections only, minimizing noise artifacts.

2.3.1. Pixel Matrix

Initially, we performed a conversion from particles set to pixel matrix using as a decay
function the squared distance from the current pixel to the particle. Unfortunately, this
interpolation approach produces low quality results in most of the configurations, and
there is not so much freedom to solve these results by parameter adjustments. After
analysing some results, we realized that density by squared distance has some undesirable
behaviours during the interpolation because its values falloff too fast with the distance.

A second approach for pixel interpolation is to use a function of the linear interpolation
of three points(Equation 1). In this approach, we have the points A, B and C defined
empirically for each tomograph. It gives us freedom to manipulate the interpolation since
it allows us to control the interpolation curve of each particle over the reconstructed image
matrix.
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f(x) = (B.y −A.y)
x−A.x

B.x−A.x
+ A.y [A.x,B.x]

f(x) = (C.y −B.y)
x−B.x

C.x−B.x
+ B.y (B.x,C.x]

f(x) = 0 (C.x, + 8]

(1)

2.3.2. Mesh of Natural Pixels

The natural pixels approach requires the construction of a natural pixel mesh. Any set
of adjacent beam intersections defines a convex polygon, for which these adjacent beam
intersections are the vertices. Each of these intersections is a shared vertex of neighboring
polygons. A natural pixel around this intersection is defined as the region whose vertices
are the centroids of this intersection’s surrounding polygons. Therefore, a particle that
lands in this intersection will be positioned in the interior of this natural pixel.

The grey intensity interpolation is done by assigning a single grey level to the natural
pixel, which is based on the amount of particles that lie inside this pixel. After this
step is done for all natural pixels, we normalize these intensities so that the largest value
corresponds to the white level, and then the natural pixels are rendered to an image.
Figure 2 shows the particles interpolation in natural pixel for the reconstruction of the
3x7-tomograph-arrangement-ring phantom:

Figure 2: Set of particles before and after natural pixel interpolation

3. FPSIRT

Melo et al. and Vasconcelos et al. did a lot of experiments using PSIRT in their work. They
reached the same conclusion, that PSIRT takes too much computer time to reconstruct
compared to other method such as the algebraic methods. This work main goal is the
creation of FPSIRT which is a remodeling of the PSIRT algorithm aiming at performance
improvements.

3.1. Processing Cost Analysis

The computer resource consumption frequently follows a distribution of a potency law,
therefore the Pareto Principle can be applied to this case, by observing that 80% of all
resources are usually consumed by 20% of the operations[9]. Following this principle, we
need to segment the processing cost of PSIRT and identify major processing bottlenecks,
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because by focusing in these groups we will be able to make the most significant improve-
ments. For all tests we will use the same environment to better analyse the processing
cost.

Figure 3 shows the PSIRT processing cost segmentation. The input conversion takes 0,025
seconds, so an optimization in this step will not change the overall processing cost. The
simulation and the interpolation steps takes more than a minute of processing time so we
will need to profile and analyse these sub-steps more deeply.

Figure 3: Processing Cost Segmentation of PSIRT Steps

3.1.1. Input Conversion

We profiled this step in its main milestones to get more info about the processing cost.
In the Figure 4, we can see three sub-steps: tool initialization, read input data and
natural pixel mesh generation. The generation of the natural pixel mesh takes almost all
processing cost.

Figure 4: Segmentation of Input Conversion

Using this analysis, we can infer that reducing the cost of the natural mesh generation,
we will basically solve this processing bottleneck.

3.1.2. Simulation

For the simulation analysis, we segment in the sub-steps shown in the Figure 5. One can
readily realize that optimization sub-step is high cost. Despite the iteration sub-step only
cost 1/8 of the processing cost, it still have a high processing cost, so we will need to
optimize it too.

We applied a large number of segmentation tests in these two sub-steps, but unfortunately,
their processing cost do not requires so much processing cost, the real problem is that there
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Figure 5: Segmentation of Simulation

are too many iterations for the algorithm reach a result. After failing in the segmentation
analysis, we decided to apply a semantic analysis to identify possible bottlenecks in this
step. We raised the following problems in this algorithm:

• 1: Particles take too long to move from a beam to another, spending most of the
time in the vacuum.

• 2: There are just too many optimization fails, and this sub-step often discards a
result with better RMSE and visual similarity with the input phantom, because it
does not reach a stable state.

3.2. The FPSIRT Algorithm

In the analysis from Subsection 3.1. we got three major bottlenecks that we will try to
solve: the natural pixel mesh generation, the in-between-beams particle move and the
sub-optimal discard in the optimization sub-step. For each one of these problems, we will
have a detailed solution described in the following subsections.

3.2.1. Natural Pixel Mesh Generation

For the algebraic iterative methods, the weight matrix generation is highly expensive for
high resolution reconstructions, since its size is the number of beams multiplied by the
number of pixels. For instance, it is required a total of 22.282.240 pixels to reconstruct
an object in a tomographic arrangement of five views with seventeen beams per view,
producing a 512x512-resolution image. A common practice to avoid wasting time in this
step is to save the weight matrix as a sparse matrix[6], and save it for later use in other
reconstructions with this same configuration.

For the FPSIRT, we decided to use this same approach of saving the natural pixel mesh to
be used in the next reconstructions. By using this approach we almost eliminate the cost
of mesh generation. It is important to note that for a real tomography implementation,
the arrangement in most cases does not change between reconstructions. This solution is
not only efficient but it is suitable for the tomography reconstruction domain.

As shown in the subsection 3.1.1. the time spent in the input conversion was of 113
seconds. After the implementation of these solutions, this step began to take about 20
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milliseconds. This resulted in a performance improvement of about 5000 times in relation
to the previous implementation.

3.2.2. Particle’s Dynamics

PSIRT’s particles have their positions set in two-dimensional space, with their coordinates
being real numbers. Since the particles moves happen continuously in an open space, they
can take a lot of iterations moving in the vacuum before reaching a significant position.
This is a clear waste of processing time, it is easy to realize that the particles could jump
directly to the appropriate beam.

Since a natural pixel is the minimum region carrying relevant information, it can be
thought of as the discrete position any given particle may assume as part of its movement
around the beams. This movement based upon jumping from discrete positions into
discrete positions is able to resolve this dynamics issue. It is important to point out that
any position change inside a natural pixel does not affect the FPSIRT results, making
this approach highly effective.

Once established the discrete positioning of the particles over natural pixels, it is now
necessary to define how do they execute this movement. The adopted approach is to
create an adjacency matrix linking all pixels to their neighbors. The adjacency matrix is
easily built by checking whether two given natural pixels share a bordering edge. Another
feature implemented was the possibility of moving more than one position, when the
attraction force is so high. This can be done by first computing the full displacement
corresponding to the resultant acting on the particle, and then iteratively subtracting
from it the displacement local to each natural pixel which the full displacement covers.
This type of iteration is necessary since natural pixels may not be congruent. Algorihtm
4 is the algorithm 1 with the modifications discussed in this subsection.

Algorithm 4 Moving Particles

1: procedure moveParticles
2: Input :
3: P← Particle List
4: B← Beam List
5: kb ← Gravitational Constant
6: kd ← Displacement Conversion Constant
7: Method :
8: for p in P do
9: fr ← 0 The resulting force applied to a particle during a iteration

10: for b in B do
11: d← direction(r,b)
12: distance← ‖d‖
13: if distance > 0 then
14: f l ← K∗stability

distance2

15: f r ← f r + f l

16: m = fb ∗ kd
17: d = ‖m‖
18: while d > 0 do
19: plbefore ← p.place
20: plnext ← ∅
21: for pl in p.place.adjacency do
22: if instersect(p.place.position, p.place.position+m, pl) then
23: plnext ← pl

24: if plnext 6= ∅ then
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25: d← d− ‖plnext.position− plbefore.position‖
26: m← m∗d

‖m‖
27: else
28: d← 0

We made a performance test after incorporating these changes to see how they affect the
processing cost of PSIRT. For the same input, PSIRT took 536 iterations to reconstruct
a phantom and FPSIRT took only 12 iterations to reconstruct the exact same phantom.
So these changes have reduced over 45 times the number of iterations that PSIRT takes
to reconstruct a phantom.

3.2.3. Sub-Optimal Discards

One of the main characteristics of PSIRT is to achieve visually better reconstructions
than other methods as presented by Melo et al.. In the optimization substep, we often
see situations like the one shown in Figure 6, where it can be seen the set of particles
on its way to become visually closer to the phantom’s shape(in this case a vertical bar)
and suddenly it returns to a previous state, because it is unable to find the corresponding
stable solution in the current state, causing with this an objectionable burdening in the
processing time.

Figure 6: Lost Result in Optimization

In order to solve this PSIRT’s issue, it is necessary to use a different cost function, one
that is more sensitve to particles configurations that capture the type of objects that
usually the applications demand, such as the ones composed of continuous regions.

We tested ten different cost function candidates for 100 frames from a 5 x 17-fan-beam to-
mographic arrangement whose graphs are shown in Figure 7. They are directly compared
against the image RMSE, since the reconstructing objetc is known (phantom).
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Figure 7: Reconstruction Metrics

After analysing the behaviour of the reconstructed image in each iteration and the chart
values, we found out that the following metrics reach their minimum values when the
corresponding reconstructed image presents the highest visual quality: average pixel value
after a high pass filter, polygonal cardinality and border perimeter. Since a high-pass filter
is too costly if compared to the other metrics, we are left with just two competitive cost
function candidates: the polygonal cardinality and the border perimeter.

We decided to use the polygonal cardinality to chose the best set during the optimization
step. So we created the Algorithm 5 which is a modification of the Algorithm 3 , that
saves all configurations with the lowest cardinality and uses these results to understand
whether the system in going into a worse configuration and when it must stop.

Algorithm 5 Optimization

1: procedure optimize
2: Input :
3: P← Particle List
4: B← Beam List
5: kgravity ← Gravitational Constant
6: kworseResult ← Number of Worse Results to Stop Constant
7: toptimizing ← Number of iterations trying to optimize
8: Output :
9: PbestResult ← Particle List of the best result

10: Method :
11: nworstResult ← 0
12: Pmin ← ∅
13: for p in P do
14: if Pmin = ∅ ∨ pmin.nbeams >p.nbeams then
15: Pmin ← P

16: Pinitial ← P
17: P.remove(pmin)
18: foundStability← FALSE
19: for i← 0 to toptimizing do
20: moveParticles(P,B,k)
21: if PbestResult = ∅ ∨ polygonCardinality(PbestResult) > polygonCardinality(P ) then
22: PbestResult ← P
23: nworstResult ← 0
24: else
25: nworstResult ← nworstResult + 1
26: if nworstResult > kworseResult then return PbestResult

27: if checkStability(P,B) then
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28: foundStability← TRUE
29: P← optimize(P,B,k,toptimizing)

30: if ¬foundStability then
31: P← Pinitial

return PbestResult

We made a performance test to see how this change affected the processing cost of PSIRT.
For the same input, PSIRT took about 4131 iterations to reconstruct and FPSIRT took
only about 16 iterations. So this change has reduced by a factor of 258 the number
of iterations that PSIRT takes to reconstruct a phantom. The algorithm also selects
automatically the best result, a process that previously had been done manually.

3.2.4. Results

PSIRT and its modified version FPSIRT were compared by using the reconstruction total
time criterium. PSIRT takes on average of 1234 seconds to reconstruct an image, while
FPSIRT takes on average of just five seconds. We can see an improvement of around
247 times in the reconstruction time of FPSIRT in relation to PSIRT. FPSIRT’s average
reconstruction time qualifies it to be applied to large data reconstruction. Also, we can use
FPSIRT in real-time applications by using multi-thread reconstruction and considering a
delay of about five seconds that it will take to reconstruct the current frame.

3.3. Experiments

In our experiments the FPSIRT was compared directly against several known reconstruc-
tion methods: ART(Algebraic Reconstruction Technique)[4], MART(Multiplicative Alge-
braic Reconstruction Technique)[4], SIRT(Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique)[3]
and SMART(Simultaneous Multiplicative Algebraic Reconstruction Technique)[2] that
are some of the most referenced algebraic reconstruction algorithms. For all algebraic
methods, we will adjust the relaxation and the number of iterations aiming to achieve
their best results.

We compared them by using the following metrics: polygonal cardinality, border perime-
ter, and image RMSE. All these metrics were discussed in 3.2.3., the polygonal cardinality
and border perimeter were used to analyse the shape similarity while the image RMSE
was used for detecting image similarity. The comparison was also based on pixel matrix
and natural pixel mesh usage.

The phantoms used in these comparisons were: two circles, lateral bar, bottom bar, ring,
and the central circle. We also work with real tomography data designed by Maad whose
phantom corresponds the two circles.

Since the other methods do not reconstruct in natural pixel mesh, we did a simple algo-
rithm to convert from pixel matrix to natural pixel mesh by using the average intensity
color inside the natural pixel polygon. We also used this algorithm to convert the input
phantom.
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3.3.1. Pixel Matrix

Figure 8 shows the RMSE for both simulated data and real data. For simulated data,
we can easily see that FPSIRT got the best RMSE results for the lateral bar, bottom
bar and ring phantoms reconstructions. About the central circle and two-circle phantoms
reconstructions, FPSIRT presents a better shape similarity, though with a higher RMSE.
The ring phantom reconstruction shows a central noise, possibly because some particles
found stability there worsening the reconstruction result. Also, FPSIRT achieved the best
result for real data.

Figure 8: RMSE and Duration(In Seconds) of Simulated and Real Data
Reconstructions

3.3.2. Natural Pixel Mesh

Figure 9 shows the reconstruction with simulated and real data respectively.

Figure 9: RMSE and Duration(In Seconds) of Simulated and Real Data
Reconstructions
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The Table 1 presents the polygonal cardinality, perimeter, and RMSE for the reconstruc-
tions above. In general, the reconstruction with simulated data presents an average quality
result, however FPSIRT has surpassed all other methods with real data. In summary, the
key points are:

• 1: FPSIRT got the best results for real data, because the other methods are less robust
to noisy inputs.
• 2: FPSIRT generally does not present the lowest coherence and border perimeter
values, although this is one of the main metrics that the algorithm uses to select the
results. It can be caused by the erosion tendency that the gravitational force produces in
the reconstructed image.
• 3: Even though some measured values from FPSIRT’s reconstructed images are inferior
to the other method’s, it is clear in the figures that FPSIRT preserves better the objects
shapes.

Metric Name Phantom ART MART SIRT SMART FPSIRT
Polygonal Cardinality Two Circles 0,078947 0,078488 0,089474 0,072289 0,072581 0,115385
Perimeter Two Circles 0,000222 0,00024 0,000257 0,000211 0,000211 0,000327
RMSE Two Circles 0 0,186885 0,238922 0,221804 0,225165 0,31725
Polygonal Cardinality Bottom Bar 0,116667 0,108374 0,170833 0,067816 0,079032 0,152174
Perimeter Bottom Bar 0,000324 0,000323 0,0005 0,000197 0,000229 0,000415
RMSE Bottom Bar 0 0,132856 0,183846 0,295809 0,214049 0,214049
Polygonal Cardinality Lateral Bar 0,106195 0,073427 0,140411 0,051625 0,054502 0,111801
Perimeter Lateral Bar 0,000293 0,000219 0,000418 0,00017 0,000181 0,000305
RMSE Lateral Bar 0 0,187887 0,173332 0,339549 0,297708 0,214925
Polygonal Cardinality Ring 0,103372 0,112481 0,171975 0,07085 0,090854 0,137002
Perimeter Ring 0,000297 0,000321 0,000492 0,000217 0,000257 0,000391
RMSE Ring 0 0,289392 0,39998 0,377768 0,346122 0,412461
Polygonal Cardinality Circle 0,029564 0,031776 0,032989 0,028296 0,030438 0,055391
Perimeter Circle 8,60E-05 8,79E-05 9,17E-05 8,52E-05 8,97E-05 0,00016
RMSE Circle 0 0,194758 0,223491 0,236552 0,157437 0,503857
Polygonal Cardinality Real Data 0,088589 0,123494 0,283019 0,075684 0,061657 0,096413
Perimeter Real Data 0,000249 0,000358 0,000795 0,000225 0,00018 0,000286
RMSE Real Data 0 0,251928 0,32773 0,381724 0,28083 0,205089

Table 1: RMSE and Duration(In Seconds) of Real Data Reconstructions

4. FINAL REMARKS AND FUTURE WORKS

We have shown the optimization of an iterative technique based on particle systems (FP-
SIRT). We broke down the previous version and remodeled to reconstruct about 200 times
faster than the previous version. After optimization, we have shown the performance on
simulated and real data. As in other scenarios of experimentation, the FPSIRT algorithm
has shown no global noise. Although the potential for acceptable reconstruction is present,
an average percentage of reconstruction where the method gets a better perimeter and
polygonal cardinality and a worse RMSE. We can attribute this kind of event to the ero-
sion tendency which gravity force does in the particles, mathematical morphology filters
can be used to handle this undesirable behaviour. About the noisy region in the center of
the ring phantom reconstructed image, parameters bad tuning can be the reason, and we
can solve it by proposing a system that automatizes the calls of the FPSIRT for different
sets of parameters, and letting it run on a exhaustive set of data inputs as proposed by
Melo et al. previously.
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For future works, since FPSIRT presents higher similarity with respect to the recon-
structed phantoms, we can integrate it as a mask to other methods to solve the spatial
noise present in their reconstructed image. For this purpose, we have already made some
tests that have slightly improved the results of algebraic methods, which makes it a poten-
tial approach. Another work is to use the freedom of particle manipulation to improve the
reconstruction in the dynamic tomography field. We can change the algorithm attraction
force according to environment changes to improve the reconstruction quality.
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